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ABSTRACT
In current days cloud domain gained a tremendous increase of user„s attention by
several small and large scale companies including software, BPO, Schools, Colleges and a lot
more. The cloud client try to adopt the centralized data storage and they will store their valuable
data inside the cloud server with the help of interent. All the data is stored remotely and
retrieved from the remote machines not from the local machines, hence the secrecy of data plays
a vital role by the cloud service providers. As we all know that till now no cloud service provider
is providing privacy for the data in terms of encryption and message digest in order to provide
data authorization. Almost all companies try to search the data in a secure manner on remote
cloud server. In general, the resultant query result may not be always correct due to dishonest
cloud nature. As we all know that in current days cloud servers are almost dishonest in nature by
omitting intentionally useful contents which are present in that file and they tell that due to some
overhead space complexity we removed to save computational resources and communication
overhead. In this paper, we also added a novel verification mechanism with the help of message
digest algorithm in order to generate the message authentication code during file upload and
download and in turn try to convert the data into decrypted manner. Here we also used a message
digest algorithm SHA1 in which the short signature key is generated and used for verifying the
data authentication. By conducting various experiments on our proposed model, our result
clearly tells that our proposed system is practical and efficient.
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I.

Introduction

Secure search techniques over encrypted cloud data allow a licensed user to question
data files of interest by submitting encrypted query keywords to the cloud server during a
privacy-preserving manner. In general the data results which came from the cloud query process
agent may be sometimes correct and sometimes wrong and the returned query results may not be
always positively generated within the dishonest cloud environment. For example, the cloud
service provider who is dishonest in nature may intentionally remove the qualified [1]result of
data to save the lot of space and then he try to add wrong content in the place of that genuine
data. This may not be identified accurately by the cloud clients who are willing to view the file in
plain text manner[2]. Hence a very strict and secure query system need to be provided, for
identifying the data quality before it gets downloaded in the client PC. In this paper, we mainly
design a secure, easily integrated, and fine-grained query results verification mechanism, by
which, given an encrypted query results set, the query user not only can verify the correctness of
every file within the set but can also further check what percentage or which qualified data files
aren't returned if the set is incomplete before decryption[3].

Figure 1.Repressent the Several Types of Cloud Providers Available for Data Storage
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The verification scheme is loose-coupling to concrete secure search techniques and
may be very easily integrated into any secure query scheme. We achieve the goal by constructing
secure verification object for encrypted cloud data. Furthermore, a brief signature technique with
extremely small storage cost is proposed to ensure the authenticity of verification object and a
verification object request technique is presented to permit the query user to securely obtain the
specified verification object[4]. Performance evaluation shows that the proposed schemes are
practical and efficient. Now a day‟s almost all companies are moving their existing applications
and their existing application databases into the cloud and start to enjoy many novel advantages
that were provided by the cloud computing domain[5], such as on-demand computing resource
configuration, easy and flexible access, saving a lot of software installation space , etc.

From the above figure 1, we can clearly identify that cloud service providers are
providing us with three different types of storage areas, where each and every service differs
with some small differences. Initially if we come across the public cloud this is always accessed
entirely through the internet and we can open source access the data from remote locations
without any restrictions[6] for accessing the files from this public cloud. Now if we come with
private cloud this will be having the facility to access the file either from onward or inward and
then store the file in remote location for accessing the file.And the third type of service which is
provided by the cloud server is hybrid cloud which is clearly have the choice of storing the data
under the clients decision.Hence all these three different cloud service providers try to provide an
alternate solution for the end users in accessing the files from remote locations as per the clients
need[7].

II.

BACKGROUD WORK

In this section we mainly discuss about the related work that was carried out in give data
authority and maintain integrity for the data in the cloud server. Now let us discuss about this in
detail as follows
PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
There are mainly 4 different services available in the cloud and one among them is DaaS
which is the main service that what we are using now for providing security for the current
application that and prove that this service also gives the best security for the data which is
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stored inside the cloud memory locations [10], [11]. Now let us discuss about each and every
service in detail as follows:

A. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)
B. PaaS(Platform as a Service)
C. SaaS(Software as a Service)
D. DaaS (Data /Data Base as a Service)

A. IAAS (INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE)

This is the first service out of various services that are available in the cloud. This service
mainly deals with application level and it is basically used to set the infra-structure for the
users. This service is mainly used to create infrastructure for the set of PCs that are linked in an
area. The persons who come under this service is IT Professionals, this is clearly shown in the
figure 3.

B. PAAS (PLATFORM AS A SERVICE)

The second important service in the cloud computing is Platform as a Service, where this
is mainly used for customization of cloud server. Here in this service we try to set the platform
for the users, where the developer comes under this service. Here the cloud server customizes
which type of platforms is needed for their company usage is seen in this service.

C. SAAS (SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE)

The third service one among the best services in cloud computing is Software as a
Service, where this is mainly used for a consumer to use the cloud service provider‟s applications
running on a cloud IaaS. Generally business end-users come under this service where all the
software‟s that are required for running the cloud are processed in this service.
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Figure.2. Represents the Different Cloud Services

D. DAAS (DATA/DATABASE AS A SERVICE)

This is the last one among the set of cloud services that was launched and included in
various cloud client services is DaaS, which is clearly seen in above figure 2.This DaaS service
is used mainly for storing the data in the form of encrypted manner [8]. As this is having various
advantages compared with other cloud client services, it has a small limitation like the data
which is stored in this DaaS is not stored in the encrypted manner which is stored in the plain
manner. So in this proposed thesis we try to encrypt the data before it is uploaded into the cloud
using DaaS service[9].

III. PRIVACY PRESERVING OF ENCRYPTED CLOUD DATA USING
BLOOM FILTER
In this section we will mainly discuss about proposed model for which can guarantee the
privacy preserving of encrypted cloud data by using the bloom filter. Here we can able to get the
data under a secure manner from remote locations despite of accessing the modified file or
altered file which is generated from the client.
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System Model

The proposed model has three main entities like
1. Data Owner /Data Provider
2. Search User /Data Consumer
3. Cloud Server / Storage Provider
Initially the data owner is the person who may be an individual or sometimes an enterprise,
who wishes to outsource a collection of documents
D = (D1, D2, . . . , Dn)
As we try to encrypt the documents before we upload into the remote server[10],hence the
documents are termed as
C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) to the cloud server which are almost encrypted manner
The documents are labeled with some terms like D1,D2 and so on in order to identify the
privacy of the documents.

Figure.3. Represents the Proposed Architecture
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From the above 3,we can clearly find out that there are multiple data owners and multiple
data users available in the cloud architecture ,where the data owner try to insert all the data into
the cloud server in an encrypted manner .
The data owner try to apply verification technique on the encrypted data in order to
generate the short signature and identify the integrity for the data.

Here we can clearly see a main advantage in the current architecture, there is a bloom
filter which tries to filter the files which are coming from the cloud server to the data user. This
bloom filter acts as a filter agent in finding any altered or modified content which is present in
the cloud server.

If the data user get an altered or modified data from the cloud server, then the bloom filter
will identify such documents and immediately he will ignore that document and he will try to
recover the original file which is uploaded by the data owner and then he will try to send the data
user the original file which is not altered or modified by the dishonest cloud server.

In this way we can able to provide the privacy of data to the clients documents which are
shared and accessed from remote systems under a centralized manner.By using this proposed
architecture we can able to achieve high level of data security and data integrity is clearly
maintained by the end users.

4. CONCLUSION
In this proposed thesis we finally implemented and analysed a novel verification
mechanism with the help of message digest algorithm in order to generate the message
authentication code during file upload and download and in turn try to convert the data into
decrypted manner. Here we also used a message digest algorithm SHA1 in which the short
signature key is generated and used for verifying the data authentication. By conducting various
experiments on our proposed model, our result clearly tells that our proposed system is practical
in providing data security and this is greatly helpful to achieve the data integrity by the remote
clients who try to access the file from remote locations.
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